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FUNAMBUS

Art on the Place 2005

Meriem Djahnit
Our body is a first dwelling, a first envelope, which enables us to travel, to move. It shows us to the
world and defines our place in it. This body rallying with a group, a medium, a culture... Its place is never
final, it is created with the passing of time, with the perpetual risk to fall at any moment (Meriem Djahnit).
It is around this concept of « body-habitat » that was worked out the FUNAMBUS project of the artist
Meriem Djahnit, for Art on the Place 2005. Coordinated by La BF15, association for the diffusion of
contemporary art, in close cooperation with the Hotel social Riboud, this creation gathers the residents of this
social center and the world of an artist questioning the fragility of our existence. By installations with transitory
materials, diverted of their function (balloons, bags...), the work of this artist questions in a poetic way the tangible and random aspect of our position in the world, analyzes the transitory character of our physical, social and
psychological condition as being. For the artist, It is a question of putting it in echo with these individuals who
live daily this situation of instability.
From May to September, workshops give way to discussions, writings, images, work with various materials to
realize a work inside and around the bus. This work naturally finds its place in this symbolic object of the bodyhabitat in transit.
The entire project will also be the subject of a publication presented at La BF15 and an event in the 1st
district of Lyon in autumn of 2005.
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